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1. Right to Food Constitutional Amendment passed by Maine in 2017: “All individuals 
have a natural, inherent and unalienable right to food, including the right to save and exchange 
seeds and the right to grow, raise, harvest, produce and consume the food of their own 
choosing for their own nourishment, sustenance, bodily health and well‐being…….” 

2. Ban on Skyway Aerosol Spraying; or weather tampering, as passed in Tennessee.  
3. Taxpayer Bill of Rights; (VT gov. ave salary 72.5k, We, the VT People Ave. 41k) 
4. Enshrine the Nuremberg Code in our VT constitution; We, The People may not be 

experimented upon by mandate, coercion or unknowingly made subjects of experimentation. 
Biometric data of the individual’s physical body belongs wholly and lawfully, to the individual, 
regardless of internally contained patents, and externally owned technology.  

5. Organic Farmstead Act of VT; expansion of organic and humane farms and farmsteads, 
with skill, trade and arts training and life leases, and property tax elimination/reduction.  

The Agenda for a Living Earth approach to solve for mul8ple crises: 

• Increase environmental repair by restoring organic status acre by acre. 
• A fully organic Vermont is more valuable and prosperous economically. 
• Address climate concerns by ending our need to ship in (poorer quality food). 
• Opportunity for next gens to settle locally with debt-free occupational training. 
• Farmsteads additionally specified and designed for:  

1. Happier aging on the land.  
2. Mutual parenting support. 
3. Alternatives to incarceration, addiction, and psychiatric treatment norms for better outcomes. 

1. Lowering recidivism, and creating personal drive and purpose, with economic stability.   

The Agenda for a Living Earth resonates equally with We the People of Vermont both parties, Republican and 
Democrat Vermonters want immediate expansion of organic regenerative humane farming and farmsteads here in 
Vermont.  I believe the people are smart and understand what’s good for all and want it whereas corporations may not. I 
run as a democrat and accept write ins from republicans.  My job is to collaborate with the People and refute profiteering 
agendas of mega corporations and work with other reps who need someone to hold the vision and work steadfastly 
towards it without confusion.  I work from personal passion and understanding of corporate politics’ effects on 
Nature and Humanity. I also work privately for these outcomes through an entrepreneurial approach (ewegrow.com).  I 
will not be ingratiated to donations or corporate lobbyists.  

The Agenda for a Living Earth is needed to meet our current crises. Crises perpetrated by wrong policy and political 
hypocrisy.  Elected, I will collaborate directly with You through standing Tuesday night zoom meetings starting now, and 
focus Montpelier to perform accordingly.   

8pm Tuesday nights:  collabora=ve mee=ngs for all interested in the Agenda for a Living Earth.                           
see website: www.emilypeyton.com for zoom link or email emilypeyton@myyahoo.com for it.                   

Emily Peyton, po 821, Putney, Vermont 05346. 

 

 

Agenda for a Living Earth 

The Amish People do not use western medicine and haven’t au7sm, childhood immune issues and poor health 
outcomes despite huge budgets for care.  They had zero adverse covid outcomes despite ignoring the call to vaccinate.  

These Results MaDer. Vermonters do not need to be Amish to deserve the level of health the Amish enjoy.  
Americans Deserve Be@er Health Results. Nature delivers a be@er outcome. 

 


